Ultrafast two dimensional infrared ͑2D IR͒ spectroscopy has been applied to probe the intermolecular vibrational energy exchange between two model molecules, benzonitrile and acetonitrile-d3 . The vibrational energy exchange between these two molecules is manifested through the growth of cross peaks in their 2D IR spectra. In experiments, their nitrile groups ͑CN͒ are not involved in the energy exchange but serve as reporters of the process. Our experiments demonstrate that intermolecular vibrational energy transfer can be directly probed with the 2D IR method. Results also show that the mode specific energy transfer can be important in intermolecular vibrational energy transfers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The intermolecular vibrational energy transfer is one of central issues in molecular dynamic studies. From small molecular chemical reactions to the conversion of chemical energy into mechanical energy in motor proteins, almost any chemical-bond-breaking or forming process requires the transfer of energy either into or out of a molecule's vibrational modes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] To understand and then learn to control the energy flow has long been a dream of physical chemists. During the past 80 years, a variety of techniques from ultrasonic absorption and dispersion to ultrafast lasers have been invented to investigate the vibrational energy transfer. 5, [12] [13] [14] [15] Among them, the ultrafast IR pump/probe and the ultrafast IR-pump/Raman-probe methods are the most widely used in these days. 5, [13] [14] [15] In IR pump/probe measurements, the intermolecular vibrational energy transfer is indirectly obtained from vibrational relaxations 16 or anisotropy relaxations of the probe. 17 In IR-pump/Raman-probe measurements, the intermolecular vibrational energy transfer is directly monitored through the signal growth of energy-accepting vibrational modes in the Raman probe spectra. 5 Tremendous information about molecular vibrational energy transfer has been obtained with these methods. 4, 5, 13, 15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] In this work, we will introduce another method which can directly probe the intermolecular vibrational energy transfer. Different from the IR-pump/Raman-probe technique, our method does not require the probe vibrational mode to be involved in the intermolecular energy transfer. The new method will be particularly useful in probing the energy exchange dynamics and molecular interaction details in complex systems, e.g., some biological molecules or relatively big molecules, where the energy exchanging modes overlap in frequencies. The method is based on the ultrafast two dimensional infrared ͑2D IR͒ techniques.
Ultrafast 2D IR spectroscopy is an ultrafast IR analog of 2D NMR that directly probes the structural degrees of freedom of molecules. In a manner somewhat akin to NMR, the 2D IR technique involves a pulse sequence that induces and then probes the evolution of excitations ͑vibrations͒ of a molecular system. The 2D IR spectrum can also display intramolecular interactions and dynamics that are not observables in a linear IR vibrational absorption experiment. A critical difference between the 2D IR and NMR variants is that the IR pulse sequence is sensitive to dynamics on time scales 6-10 orders of magnitude faster than the NMR. Under developing for around ten years, the ultrafast 2D IR techniques have begun to gain applications in determining reaction mechanisms, 29, 31, 44 peptide and protein dynamics and structures, 32, 36, 45, 48, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] charge transfer, 53, 68 vibrational coupling and energy relaxations, 50, 51, 69, 70 water structures and dynamics, 47, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] hydrogen bond kinetics and thermodynamics, 28, 39, 56, 58, 78, 79 and chemical transformations. 57 To directly probe the intermolecular vibrational energy exchange introduced here is another application of the 2D IR technique.
II. EXPERIMENTS
The 2D IR experimental setup is briefly described in the following. Three successive IR pulses ͑ϳ1 J / pulse͒ with the same polarization were applied to induce the subsequent emission in a distinct direction of a time delayed signal from both the rephasing phase match direction k e =−k 1 + k 2 + k 3 and the nonrephasing phase match direction k ne = k 1 − k 2 + k 3 . The transform-limited pulses ͑ϳ55 fs, ϳ4 cycles of light͒ are produced using a Ti:sapphire regeneratively amplified laser system pumping an optical parametric amplifier. The IR pulses span sufficient bandwidth ͑300 cm −1 ͒ with tunable central wavelength from 3 to 10 m. The vibrational echo pulse is detected with frequency and phase resolution by combining it with a fourth ͑local oscillator͒ pulse, and the combined pulses are dispersed in a spectrograph. The function of the local oscillator is to phase resolve and amplify the vibrational echo signal. Data are thus obtained as a function of three variables: The emitted vibrational echo frequencies m , the variable time delays between the first and second pulses ͑͒, and second and third pulses ͑T w , the variable "waiting" time͒. By numerical Fourier transform, the scan data taken at every m are mapped to a second frequency variable for each T w . The echo and free induction decay data are then summed together with proper phase correlations to remove most of the dispersion contribution. 34, 80 The data are then plotted in three dimensions, the amplitude as a function of both and m , which correspond to the 1 and 3 axes, respectively, in 2D NMR. All the experiments were performed at room temperature.
The vibrational lifetimes and rotational relaxation times for the samples were measured with the polarization selective broadband IR pump-probe experiments. The laser source is the same as used for the 2D IR experiments. For the pumpprobe experiments, the mid-IR pulse was spitted into two beams of intensity ratio 20:1. The beam with higher intensity served as the pump. The weaker one is the probe beam. The pump beam had horizontal polarization, while the probe beam polarization was 45°relative to the pump beam. The probe beam was passed through a spectrograph and detected by a 64-element HgCdTe array detector. A polarizer was placed in front of the spectrograph aligned to selectively measure the parallel or perpendicular polarized signal relative to the pump beam. Each polarized signal was normalized by the intensity of the probe beam with its polarization at the detector in the absence of the pump ͑the tail match method was also applied to make a comparison͒. The method eliminates possible sources of error such as phase shifts caused by mirrors and different diffraction efficiencies of the grating for different polarizations.
The chemicals benzonitrile, CD 3 CN, CCl 4 , and CHCl 3 were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Temperature dependent Fourier transform infrared ͑FTIR͒ measurements were performed with a ThermoFisher FTIR spectrometer and a temperature controller from Harrick Scientific.
The structures were determined with density functional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations. 81 The DFT calculations were carried out as implemented in the GAUSSIAN 98 program suite. The level and basis set used were Becke's three-parameter hybrid functional combined with the Lee-Yang-Parr correction functional, abbreviated as B3LYP, and 6-31+ G͑d , p͒.
All results reported here do not include the surrounding solvent and therefore are for the isolated molecules.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. One dimensional and 2D IR spectra Figure 1 shows the FTIR and waiting time T w dependent 2D IR spectra of CN groups of acetonitrile-d3 ͑ϳ2263 cm −1 ͒ and benzonitrile ͑ϳ2230 cm −1 ͒ molecules in a mixed acetonitrile-d3 ͑A͒ and benzonitrile ͑B͒ solution ͑mo-lar ratio A / B ϳ 1.8͒ at room temperature. In panel 2 ps, the red peak B 01 at ͑2230 cm −1 , 2230 cm −1 ͒ belongs to the 0-1 transition and the blue peak B 12 at ͑2230 cm −1 , 2209 cm −1 ͒ belongs to the 1-2 transition of the CN stretch of benzonitrile. The red peak A 01 at ͑2263 cm −1 , 2263 cm −1 ͒ and the blue peak A 12 at ͑2263 cm −1 , 2245 cm −1 ͒ belong to the CN stretch transitions of acetonitrile-d3 . In the mixture, the two molecules are close to each other. It would be expected that the vibrational excitation of the CN stretch of one molecule can be transferred to the other in a relatively short period of time. The energy transfer dynamics can not be measured with FTIR, but it can be directly detected with the 2D IR method. The energy transfer dynamics is manifested by the growth of cross peaks in 2D IR spectra. As we can see from the 2D IR spectra, at a short time, there are only two diagonal red peaks and two corresponding blue peaks. With the increase in time, two salient changes appear in the 2D IR spectra. One is that two pairs of cross peaks grow in. The other is that the blue peaks shift to higher frequencies along m . As reported in literature, the growth of cross peaks in 2D IR spectra can come from chemical exchanges, vibrational couplings, and intramolecular vibrational energy transfer. 27, 33, 37, 57, 58 The cross peaks in Fig. 1 come from none of these. They are from the intermolecular vibrational energy exchange between CD 3 CN and benzonitrile. The chemical nature of the system determines that this is the only possible mechanism for generating such cross peaks. Reasons are stated in the following. ͑1͒ In the mixture, the two molecules, benzonitrile and CD 3 CN, can not ever chemically interconvert into each other under our experimental condition. Therefore, chemical exchange is not a possible reason for the growth of the cross peaks. ͑2͒ Intramolecular vibrational relaxation is not a cause ͒ molecules in a mixed acetonitrile-d3 ͑A͒ and benzonitrile ͑B͒ solution ͑molar ratio A / B ϳ 1.8͒ at room temperature. In the solution, after the CN stretches are excited to the first excited states, the vibrational energy of the nitrile groups of both molecules mostly relaxes intramolecularly to low frequency modes, and then the vibrational energy of some of the low frequency modes exchanges between the two molecules. The energy exchange is manifested by the growth of the cross peaks in 2D IR spectra. Note: very little vibrational energy has exchanged directly between the nitrile groups, since no 1-2 exchange cross peaks ͓should be at the positions of ͑2263 cm −1 , 2208 cm −1 ͒ and ͑2230 cm −1 , 2245 cm −1 ͔͒ have been observed. Each contour represents 10% amplitude increase ͓from Ϫ1 ͑blue͒ to 1 ͑red͔͒. A simulated 2D IR spectrum for direct CN mode energy exchange is provided for comparison. The lines are drawn to aid determining the blue peak positions along the m axis.
too, since no experimentally observed modes other than the CN stretches in either molecule have vibrational frequencies at the region of 2200-2270 cm −1 where the cross peaks appear. ͑3͒ Strong coupling will produce peaks at very short delay times, e.g., 100 fs. However, we do not see any cross peaks at 2 ps, which rules out this possibility. Now, one possibility remains. That is the intermolecular energy transfer, which has not been demonstrated in 2D IR before. In principle, there are two possible intermolecular energy transfers which can produce cross peaks. One is the direct energy transfer between the CN groups, and the other is the energy transfer between other modes which accepts energy relaxed from the CN groups intramolecularly. In the second possibility, the CN groups serve as the energy source and the reporter of the energy transfer because they are strongly coupled to the modes under intermolecular energy exchange. The strong coupling will produce combination band absorptions in 2D IR spectra, which can serve as the reporter of energy exchange. A detailed analysis is provided in next paragraphs.
It is relatively straightforward to distinguish these two intermolecular energy transfers from each other. Actually it is straightforward. If the transfer is between the CN groups, the exchange blue peaks 2Ј and 4Ј in panel 30 ps would be at the same positions as those CN 1-2 transition peaks A 12 and B 12 at 2 ps along the m axis, as shown in the simulated figure in Fig. 1 . If transfer occurs among other modes, the exchange blue peaks will appear in the positions of the combination band absorption peaks 2 and 4 in panel 30 ps along the m axis, which is the case in experiments. The cross peaks grow with the reaction time, indicating how the energy is transferring. The detailed growth mechanism of the peaks is stated in the following.
In the 2D IR spectrum at 2 ps, the red contours are positive going ͑0-1 vibrational transition͒ and the blue contours are negative going ͑1-2 vibrational transition͒. As discussed further below, the 0-1 signal comes from two quantum pathways that are related to bleaching of the ground state and stimulated emission, both of which produce a signal that is in phase with and therefore adds to the local oscillator pulse to produce a positive going signal. The 1-2 signal arises because there is a new absorption that was not present prior to the first two excitation pulses. The 1-2 vibrational signal is 180°out of phase with and thus subtracts from the local oscillator to produce a negative going signal. At T w = 2 ps, there are two peaks on the diagonal ͑0-1 transitions͒ and the corresponding 1-2 transition peaks offdiagonal. There are no off-diagonal peaks in the 0-1 region because 2 ps is short compared to the exchange time. T w = 30 ps is long compared to the exchange time, and additional peaks have grown in.
Peak origins in 2D IR spectra can be interpreted with the diagrammatic perturbation theory. 41, 82 Here a brief qualitative description will be given. Detailed diagrams showing how all the peaks are generated are in Figs. 2 and 5. The frequency at which the first pulse excites a mode is the mode frequency on the axis ͑horizontal axis͒, 2263 cm −1 for the CN 0-1 transition of acetonitrile-d3 and 2230 cm −1 for benzonitrile. The third pulse causes a mode to emit the time delayed signal at the same frequency as the vibrational mode that interacted with the third pulse. The frequency of the signal emission is the frequency on the m axis ͑the vertical axis͒. First consider the 2D IR spectrum panel 2 ps in which the data are taken prior to energy exchange. For the 0-1 vibrational transitions, the third pulse induces the signal at the same frequencies excited by the first pulse, so there are two peaks on the diagonal where = m ͓red peaks ͑+͒ in panel 2 ps͔. If the signal frequency ͑ m , third pulse frequency͒ is different from the frequency of initial excitation ͑ , first pulse frequency͒, peaks will appear off-diagonal. Again, in panel 2 ps, the blue peaks are off-diagonal by the vibrational anharmonicity because the modes are initially excited at their 0-1 frequencies ͑ ͒ but the third pulse causes vibrational echo emission at their 1-2 frequencies ͑ m ͒. Figure 2 displays the Feynman diagrams of peak origins in panel 2 ps in Fig. 1 . In the diagrams, 0 represents the ground state ͑in theory, 0 is an index of the density matrix͒, 1 represents the first excited states of the CN stretch mode. The 2D IR signal and the pump/probe signal ͑see below͒ are from both rephasing and nonrephasing pathways. Diagrams R 1 and R 4 are the first excited state stimulated emission. Diagrams R 2 and R 5 are the ground state bleaching. Diagrams R 3 and R 6 are the first excited state absorption. The frequencies and m in 2D IR spectra are determined by the oscillating frequencies during the and t 3 periods, respectively. The frequency in the period for all six diagrams is 01 ͑for A, 01 = 2263 cm −1 ; for B, 01 = 2230 cm −1 ͒. The t 3 frequency for the ground state bleaching and the stimu- The influence of intermolecular energy exchange on the 2D spectra can be easily understood in terms of the ideas presented above. If during the T w period, the vibrational energy of some benzonitrile molecules transfers to some acetonitrile-d3 molecules, then the third pulse will cause the emission of the signal at the frequency of the acetonitrile-d3 . The frequency of emission m then differs from the excitation frequency for these specific molecules. The result will be an off-diagonal peak that only appears if energy transfer occurs. Because the acetonitrile-d3 absorbs at higher frequency than benzonitrile, this off-diagonal peak is shifted to higher frequency along the m axis by the frequency difference ͑33 cm −1 ͒ between the two molecules. Conversely, if during the T w period, energy transfers from acetonitrile-d3 to benzonitrile, then the third pulse will produce an offdiagonal peak shifted to lower frequency along the m axis by the same amount. Identical considerations apply for both the 0-1 and 1-2 regions of the spectrum. This behavior is shown in panel 30 ps in Fig. 1 , wherein substantial energy exchange has led to the generation of four red peaks and four blue peaks; the two new pairs of peaks were not present at T w = 2 ps. Clearly vibrational energy has transferred between the two molecules. The growth of the additional off-diagonal peaks with increasing T w is directly related to the time dependence of the intermolecular vibrational energy exchange.
The above explanation for energy exchange is similar to that for chemical exchanges. 58 However, intermolecular energy transfers are more complicated than chemical exchanges. The vibrational energy of one mode can transfer to other modes intramolecularly and intermolecularly simultaneously. This creates two possible intermolecular energy transfers in the system we studied: One is that energy directly transfers between CN groups of the two molecules; the other is that energy transfer is among mode͑s͒ which accept͑s͒ energy relaxed from the CN excitations. How can we distinguish these two mechanisms? We will combine pump/ probe and 2D IR data to address this issue. Figure 3 displays the rotation-free pump/probe spectra and waiting time dependent signal changes at some important probe frequencies of the CD 3 CN/ benzonitrile mixture. The vibrational lifetimes of the CN excitations can be obtained from the CN 1-2 transition signal decays at probe frequency of 2245 ͑for molecule A͒ and 2209 cm −1 ͑for B͒, since the 1-2 signals are purely from the CN first excited state populations. Other time constants can also be obtained from the pump/probe data. See supporting materials 83 for details. Analyzing the data with single exponential decays yields the CN vibrational lifetime of benzonitrile to be T B = 4.2 ps and T A = 9.0 ps for CD 3 CN. Such short vibrational lifetimes mean that most of the CN excitations will relax into other modes within 30 ps. Therefore, it is not likely that substantial vibrational populations initially excited can exchange between the two CN modes at T w = 30 ps. This indicates that the exchange cross peaks in the 2D IR spectra in Fig. 1 are not from the direct CN mode energy transfer, but from energy exchange among modes which accept energy relaxed from the CN modes. Another evidence to support this argument is the position of the exchange cross blue ͑Ϫ͒ peaks. In panel 15-30 ps, the blue peaks are at higher frequencies along the m axis than those corresponding CN 1-2 transition peaks in panel 2 ps. The position shifts are caused by the intramolecular energy relaxation, which has been observed in other systems. 16, 24, 57, 84, 85 If the cross peaks are caused by the direct energy exchange between the CN groups, the exchange blue peaks would be at the same positions along the m axis as those CN 1-2 transition peaks, similar to what happens in regular chemical exchange 2D IR spectra. 58 A simulated 2D IR spectrum from assumed direct energy exchange between the CN groups is displayed in Fig.  1 for comparison. Now, another question arises. How does the intramolecular energy relaxation change the positions of the blue ͑Ϫ͒ peaks? Before answering this question, we construct a physical picture to describe what happens after the CN stretch modes are excited to their first excited state, shown in Fig. 4 . In the picture, the populations on the CN first excited states begin to intramolecularly relax into other modes of low frequencies soon after they are excited. Some of the low frequency modes, called L for A molecules and LЈ for B mol- ecules, which are strongly coupled to the CN stretches, will then exchange energy between the two molecules. Finally, all the excitations will relax back to ground states. During the intramolecular relaxations, the excitations of L and LЈ create a phenomenon called combination band absorption: 16, 33 both L ͑or LЈ͒ and CN are excited. The combination band absorptions in both molecules generate blue ͑Ϫ͒ peaks 2 and 4 in the 2D IR spectra at frequencies higher than the corresponding CN 1-2 transition frequencies but lower than the 0-1 transitions along the m axis because of the anharmonic coupling between L ͑or LЈ͒ and CN. In addition, the anharmonicity of the coupling between L ͑or LЈ͒ and CN is smaller than the anharmonicity between the CN 0-1 and 1-2 transition. The anharmonicities can be directly obtained from the position difference along the m axis between the positive and negative peak pairs in 2D IR spectra, e.g., the CN 0-1 and 1-2 transition anharmonicity in benzonitrile is 2230 cm −1 − 2209 cm −1 =21 cm −1 . A more rigorous description about the peak frequency shifts and appearances of peaks after the intramolecular vibrational relaxations is provided in the following.
According to the physical picture described above and the pump/probe measurements, very few CN first excited state populations remain after 30 ps. Therefore, in panel 30 ps in Fig. 1 , there is very little contribution from the first excited state stimulated emission to the diagonal red peak 1 or 3 any more, since most of the first excited state populations have relaxed away. The two peaks are purely from the ground state bleaching. There are two sources for the ground state bleaching. One is that the relaxation of the first excited state to some low frequency modes does not recover the ground state. The other is that the relaxed vibrational energy locally heats the molecules and makes the sample more transparent ͑mainly because of the absorption coefficient decrease caused by the temperature change, see temperature dependent data in supplementary material 83 ͒. These two sources can both be represented by diagrams R 2 and R 5 . Blue peaks 2 and 4 are not CN's 1-2 transitions. They are combination band absorptions. The corresponding diagrams R 7 and R 10 for these two peaks are shown in Fig. 5 . Cross peaks 1Ј ϳ 4Ј are from the energy exchange between the two molecules. Their origins can be represented with diagrams R 8 , R 9 , R 11 , and R 12 in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 displays the Feynman diagrams contributing to peaks in Fig. 1 panel 30 Fig. 1 panel 30 ps. 0 and 0Ј represent the ground state, 1 and 1Ј represent the first excited states of the CN stretch modes, and L and LЈ represent the low frequency modes of molecules A and B. The 2D IR signal and the pump/probe signal ͑see below͒ are from both rephasing and nonrephasing pathways. Diagrams R 7 and R 10 are the combination band absorption for peaks 2 and 4. Diagrams R 8 and R 11 are for the energy exchange ground state bleaching peaks 1Ј and 3Ј. Diagrams R 9 and R 12 are for the energy exchange combination band absorption peaks 2Ј and 4Ј.
FIG. 5. Feynman diagrams contributing to peaks in
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Vibrational energy exchange J. Chem. Phys. 131, 124501 ͑2009͒ accepting molecules. During the coherence period t 3 , the oscillating frequency is m = 0 Ј 1 Ј , representing a different molecule which accepts energy from the originally excited molecule of frequency = 01 . Therefore, the peaks from these two diagrams are always off-diagonal. They are either
Diagrams R 9 and R 12 are for the energy exchange combination band absorption peaks 2Ј and 4Ј. The oscillating frequency in the period is = 01 . During the population period T w , after one CN group of 1 molecule ͑e.g., A͒ is excited to its first excited state ͑1͒ with an excitational frequency = 2263 cm −1 , the excitation relaxes to intramolecular low frequency mode͑s͒ ͑L͒, and then the energy of L transfers to the low frequency mode͑s͒ ͑LЈ͒ of the other molecular ͑B͒. The third pulse creates a coherence between LЈ and the combination band 1Ј + LЈ of B. The coherence during period t 3 produces a signal with an emission frequency m = L Ј −1 Ј +L Ј = 2224 cm −1 . Therefore, the two diagrams always produce cross peaks ͑ = 01 , m = L Ј −1 Ј +L Ј ͒ and
The two diagrams are excited state absorptions, peaks from them are therefore negative and labeled as blue.
In the above description, vibrational modes L and LЈ represent a collection of intermediate modes that are unspecified. They can be either fundamental or high order transitions. What are their natures? Experimentally, it would be almost impossible to determine their complete details spectroscopically because the vibrational energy of one mode can transfer to some modes whose cross sections are too small to detect. Nonetheless, if we assume that most vibrational energy transfers to modes which are optically detectable, we should be able to find some reasonable candidates for L and LЈ from both experiments and DFT calculations.
In general, two major factors determine the intermolecular vibrational energy transfer efficiency: The coupling strength, which contains information about molecular distances and dipole relative orientations, and the frequency mismatch. Stronger couplings and smaller mismatches favor more efficient transfers. 14, 86 Among them, the resonance energy transfer ͑the zero energy mismatch͒ is the first principle we consider to choose the candidates for L and LЈ. Following this principle and the liquid mixture structure, it would be possible for us to estimate which mode͑s͒ would be L or LЈ.
In the benzonitrile and CD 3 CN mixture, the likely intermolecular structure is probably similar to the zigzag structure found in pure acetonitrile and benzonitrile. 87 Figure 6͑a͒ is the calculated CD 3 CN and benzonitrile dimer structure in gas phase. The calculated dimer formation energy is Ϫ4.3 kcal/mol, which is bigger than that of pi H bonds of phenol/ aromatic molecules. 56, 79 From the 2D structure in Fig. 6͑a͒ , it is difficult to imagine that low frequency modes associated with CH, CD, or CC vibrations can have efficient energy transfer between the two molecules since they are far away and there are no obvious direct interactions among these modes. However, since the liquid structure is three dimensional, it is possible that the CD 3 group of CD 3 CN can interact directly with the benzene ring along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the dimer, because the charge distributions of the carbon atoms of the benzene ring vary from positive to negative, while the deuterium atoms of CD 3 CN are mainly positive.
In Fig. 6͑b͒ , only vibrational modes at around 1030 and 686 cm −1 are almost on resonance in molecules A and B. The modes of A at 1030 cm −1 are C-D bending. 86 The mode of B at the same frequency is the benzene ring breathing. These modes are coupled to the CN stretches. They can also interact with each other along the normal of the dimer plane and have the same transition dipole vector direction. Therefore, we choose them as the top candidates for modes L or LЈ. The mode of B at 686 cm −1 is the ring bending motion, while the mode of A at the same frequency is not a normal mode, whose origin is not known from DFT calculations. It is probably a combination band or overtone. This pair of modes is also a possible candidate since the vibrational energy of a normal mode can relax very efficiently to a coupled combination band. 57 Modes at frequencies lower than 500 cm −1 are not likely candidates for L or LЈ because at room temperature, there are a considerable amount of first excited state populations in these modes which will create combination absorption peaks at 2224 and 2254 cm FIG. 6 . ͑a͒ Calculated CD 3 CN/ benzonitrile dimer structure and ͑b͒ FTIR spectra of neat CCl 4 , benzonitrile, and CD 3 CN at room temperature. The charge density is labeled with color from red to black to green ͑negative to neutral to positive͒ in the structure. The charge values are also labeled.
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Bian, Zhao, and Zheng J. Chem. Phys. 131, 124501 ͑2009͒ bands or overtones with very low IR intensities are not considered, then the most likely L and LЈ would be the ring breathing motion of benzonitrile and the C-D bending of CD 3 CN at ϳ1030 cm −1 . One question will arise naturally. Why is there no vibrational energy exchange between the two CN groups observed while energy can effectively transfer between L and LЈ? There are a few reasons. The first one is that the intramolecular vibrational energy relaxations of the CN stretches are much faster than the exchange between them because of stronger intramolecular couplings. No cross peaks at 2 ps in Fig. 1 indicates that the intermolecular coupling between the two CN groups is weak. Second, the vibrational lifetimes of L and LЈ are much longer ͓see pump/probe data at probe frequencies of 2254 and 2224 cm −1 in Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͔͒ than those of CN stretches. More importantly, the energy mismatches of L and LЈ between the two molecules are probably smaller than the frequency difference between the two CN groups, which allows the quasiresonance or resonance energy transfer. In addition, molecular frictions also favor the low frequency energy transfer. 12 However, we can not draw a conclusion that the energy exchange between L and LЈ is more efficient than between the CN groups, since the short lifetimes of CN groups limit the observation of the direct energy exchange between them.
B. Dynamics analysis
At a glance of the relative amplitudes of cross peaks in Fig. 1 , we know that the intermolecular energy transfer between the two molecules occurs within tens of picoseconds. To more quantitatively analyze the energy transfer kinetics, several molecular dynamic processes need to be considered. First, the CN excitations intramolecularly relax to low frequency modes with time constants T A = 9.0 ps and T B = 4.2 ps ͑for molecules A and B, respectively͒. Second, parts of the CN excitations relax to the mode͑s͒ L and LЈ which can generate combination absorption peaks 2 and 4 with time constants T AL = 7.6 ps and T BL = 3.9 ps, and then the excitations of the mode͑s͒ L and LЈ exchange between molecules A and B with a time constant T AL BL ͑assume that the difference of mode͑s͒' frequencies between A and B is very small so that T AL BL = T BL AL ͒, while they also intramolecularly relax to lower frequency modes with time constants T AL1 = 31 ps and T BL1 = 80 ps. ͑These are apparent values from pump/probe data. The actual values are possibly bigger.͒ Third, the rest of the CN excitations relax to low frequency modes and finally into phonon modes ͑Ͻ500 cm −1 ͒, the excitations of these modes can also exchange between A and B with a time constant T AP BP . Forth, the 2D IR signal is also affected by the molecular rotations, which make all peaks decay. The rotational time constants are A = 2 ps and B = 5.3 ps. The kinetic model to analyze T AL BL is therefore constructed, as shown in the following scheme:
where A CN and B CN are the populations of CN first excited states. A L and B L are the populations of L and LЈ first excited states, respectively. In the model, all the populations can be obtained from 2D IR measurements, and the time constants were obtained from pump/probe measurements. The only unknown parameter T AL BL can be derived from the model with already known experimental parameters. To analytically solve this model, the CN relaxations to L or LЈ are assumed to be much faster than the energy exchange between A and B, and therefore can be decoupled from the exchange processing. The analytical solution for the energy exchange is then identical to what was for the chemical exchange model. 58, 78 As analyzed above, the red peaks at longer waiting times T w in Fig. 1 contain contributions from both L and LЈ and heat, while blue peaks 2, 2Ј, 4Ј, and 4 are mainly from L and LЈ. Peaks 2Ј and 4 overlap with some red peaks. We therefore only pick up peaks 2 and 4Ј to analyze the energy exchange kinetics. Theoretical fits to the model with experimental data yield the only parameter T AL BL = 30 ps. The fits do not reproduce peak 2 very well, which is probably because the relaxation time constants of L and LЈ can not be precisely measured. They are derived from signal changes, which are also caused by the energy exchange. Therefore, the two time constants T AL1 and T BL1 are allowed to vary in another fit, which yields T AL BL = 50 ps. From the two fits, we conclude that the vibrational energy of mode͑s͒ L between CD 3 CN and benzonitrile exchanges with a time constant T AL BL =40Ϯ 10 ps. Results are displayed in Fig. 7 . Because many dynamic processes are coupled together in the system and L and LЈ are not single modes, the analysis here can be only considered as semiquantitative.
C. Heating effect
In the system studied, the vibrational energy of CN will eventually change into thermal energy and locally heat up and T BL1 are allowed to vary in the calculations. In calculations, the energy exchange is assumed to be resonant. The initial relative excited state populations of CNs are determined with FTIR to be 0.58͑B͒:0.42͑A͒, and the transition dipole moment square ratio ͑B/A͒ is determined to be 2.5. Only 20% of the initial CN stretch energy of A and 15% of that of B are relaxed to Ls, determined from pump/probe measurements. We assume that all energy of L and LЈ measured from the combination peaks can exchange.
the molecules. Heat from vibrational relaxations can possibly shift the vibrational frequencies and therefore produces new peaks in 2D IR spectra. 54, 88, 89 As mentioned above, red peaks in panels 20 and 30 ps in Fig. 1 partially come from heating, while the contribution of heating to the blue peaks is relatively small. This claim can be directly confirmed with temperature dependent FTIR spectra and pump/probe measurements. The comparison between FTIR difference spectrum and pump/probe data is similar to what was done in literature. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͔͒ at very short delay times ͑e.g., 250 fs͒, we can find that ϳ20% of the CN excitation of molecule A has relaxed to mode͑s͒ LЈ, and ϳ15% has relaxed to L in B. The amplitude ratio can directly represent the population ratio of L / CN because the combination absorption transition dipole moment is determined to be almost identical to the CN 0-1 transition based on pump/probe measurements in dilute solutions. Heating contributes to more than 50% of the CN 0-1 transition signals after 20 ps, determined from comparing the amplitudes of the combination signals to CN 0-1 transition signals. Only about 5% of the intensities of the combination band peaks in Fig. 1 are from heating, estimated from the absorption/bleaching ratio of the FTIR temperature difference spectra and pump/probe data. The temperature increase from 20 to 200 ps is only 1-2 K, obtained from comparing the pump/probe data and temperature dependent FTIR spectra ͑in supporting materials 83 ͒.
An interesting feature in the pump/probe data is that the CN 0-1 transition signals increase after ϳ20 ps. The increase amplitude ͑12% absolute value increase͒ of molecule A ͑2263 cm −1 ͒ in Fig. 5͑d͒ is bigger than molecule B ͓6% increase in Fig. 5͑c͔͒ . Combined with the 2D IR data, a reasonable explanation can be provided for the increase and the amplitude difference. The CN 0-1 transition pump/probe signals ͑after CN excitations have relaxed͒ at 2263 and 2230 cm −1 in Fig. 3 are the sums of the red peaks 1Ј and 3 and 1 and 3Ј in Fig. 1 along , respectively. Each pump/ probe signal includes one diagonal and one cross red peaks, and it can be expressed as
where I i is the signal of molecule i, i is the transition dipole moment, c iL→jL is the population of mode͑s͒ L transferred from i to j, c iH→jH is the heat population transferred from i to j, k i is the spectral heat response, and c iH and c iL are the heat and L populations, respectively. All the populations are proportional to the initial energy deposited to the molecules The vibrational lifetimes of L and LЈ are relatively long, as we can see from the pump/probe spectra in Fig. 3 . Such long vibrational lifetimes make sure that most of their excitations, which is 15%-20% of the initial CN excitation energy, can be transferred between molecules A and B.
D. Advantages and disadvantages
The popular method to study intermolecular vibrational energy transfer is IR pump/Raman probe. 4, 23 In the method, the energy transfer is directly probed by observing the signal growth of the mode which accepts energy. The method is extremely powerful in finding the energy relaxation pathways. However, it is difficult to probe intermolecular resonance vibrational transfer, since it is almost impossible to distinguish the identities of modes under energy exchange if the modes are on resonance. The resonance vibrational energy transfer can be probed through anisotropy changes with the IR pump/probe method. In the method, the exchanging modes need to be directly excited by the laser. This method is very powerful, but it is limited by the frequency range of the IR source ͑typically Ͼ1300 cm −1 for desktop lasers͒ and limited to energy exchanges faster than molecular rotations. In typical small molecule organic solutions, molecular rotations are generally faster than vibrational energy transfers. The method introduced here does not observe the modes under energy transfer directly. Instead, it monitors the changes in the "reporters," which are strongly coupled to the exchanging modes. The exchanging modes can be either resonant or nonresonant. They do not have to be excited by the lasers. They are excited by the energy relaxation of the reporter or other high frequency modes. This will provide the flexibility to choose laser sources. In addition, the method is not limited by the time scale of molecular rotations. It will be particularly useful in the studies of molecular interactions in complicated systems, e.g., antibody/antigen, peptide/DNA, drug/protein interactions, etc., where the vibrational resonance in the frequency range between 500 and 1500 cm −1 is extremely high. Of course, the same strategy can be applied in the IR/Raman method.
There are three main drawbacks in the method introduced here. One is that the details of the exchanging modes are unknown experimentally. Other techniques are required to help identify the modes. Another is that the reporter has to be coupled to the exchanging modes and the combination band between the reporter and the modes needs to be experimentally observable. This is actually less of an issue. Many vibrational modes, e.g., CD, CN, CO, NCO, and CH, have the required properties 16, 24, 57, 84, 85 and can serve as the reporter. The last one is that the modes coupled to the reporters have to be on resonance or quasiresonance between two molecules for efficient energy transfers. This will be an issue for simple molecules.
The method is expected to be immediately applicable to detect whether two molecules are close to each. To investigate the molecular details of how they interact requires knowledge about how the coupling strengths, energy mismatches, and molecular distances affect the transfer rate.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The 2D IR method was demonstrated to be able to directly probe intermolecular vibrational energy transfer. In the model system-a benzonitrile and CD 3 CN mixture, the CN stretches are first excited to their first excited state. Then within 20 ps, about 20% of the excitations relax to low frequency modes, which exchange their vibrational energy between the two molecules at the time scale of ϳ40 ps. The energy exchange is directly monitored through cross peak growths in 2D IR spectra at the CN 0-1 transition frequency and the combination CN 0-1 absorption frequency. The low frequency modes, which can effectively transfer vibrational energy, are tentatively assigned to be almost the resonant ring breathing motion of benzonitrile and the C-D bending of CD 3 CN.
The method can be potentially applied to the studies of molecular interactions in biological systems, e.g., antibody/ antigen, peptide/DNA, drug/protein interactions, etc., where the chance of resonance among vibrational modes is big. Waiting time (ps) S1. Rotation-free pump/probe data of 1.8 wt% benzonitrile in CCl 4 at room temperature. One contour represents 4% of the intensity. The peak intensity ratio of the red/blue at long delay times shows the cross section ratio between the combination band and the CN 0-1 transition. In the dilute solution, heat effect is negligible. In the mixed sample, the heat effect is not negligible. The ratio determined here can be used to determine the ratio of the contribution of L' or L over that of heat to the red peaks in 2D IR spectra in panel 30ps in fig.1 . S4. FTIR spectra of CD 3 CN and Benzonitrile in CCl 4 showing the origins of small peaks in pump/probe data and 2D IR data
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